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In This Issue 
Laundry Folding and Trains of Thought – the Editor shares 
sundry observations about development of skills in Flight Test 
Introducing the eVTOL Flight Test Committee 
Turbo Talk – debrief the Workshop and “Boldly go where…” 
Podcast – back to back episodes/encounters with random people 
at Third Planet in Niceville and predicting the future using the 3Q 

 

Folding Laundry and Trains of Thought              Mark Jones Jr., Editor 
Implicit Learning versus Deliberate Practice in Knowledge Work Domains 
 
I was doing what every great flight test professional does on a Sunday afternoon.  As I folded my laundry, several trains of thought 
converged.  At least, that’s how I first described it to myself.  When I imagined what the scene would look like, I decided that “trains of 
thought” and “converged” probably was not the best metaphor for a safety newsletter, unless I clarified what I meant.  Hence, I 
substituted “converged” for “arrived,” and what comes next is a peek into the grand central station of my imagination. 
 
The first idea comes from an article about “sight reading,” a phrase anyone familiar with music should understand, and it is found in an 
article by Andy Matuschak. 

The best scientists, entrepreneurs, and engineers I know pour themselves into their work. You couldn’t capture their working 
hours on a timecard. Their creative gears turn restlessly, and insights produced in the shower or on walking conversations [or 
folding laundry] are no less valuable than those produced at the office. 

I had forgotten this introduction to the article on the day that I was doing laundry and thinking about flight test safety, but perhaps that 
makes it an even more accurate description of the flight test professional.   
 
Andy compares the habits of the “knowledge workers” described above to those of professional sports, and he analyzes the skills needed 
in each domain.  He says this about the baseball player: 

During a 3-hr baseball game, a batter may get only 5-15 pitches (perhaps one or two relevant to a particular weakness), whereas 
during optimal practice of the same duration, a batter working with a dedicated pitcher has several hundred batting 
opportunities, where this weakness can be systematically explored.  (https://andymatuschak.org/sight-reading/) 

 
We ought to consider his comparison and apply it to the knowledge work of flight test safety.  Our profession is probably more like the 
baseball game than the batting practice.  How often do we dedicate time and energy to deliberate practice that will sharpen the skills we 
need to understand risk and doing “safe” flight test?  Could we even come to consensus on a list of such skills or the activities necessary 
to hone those skills? 
 
A second train arrived at the platform of my mind, and its passengers began to mingle with the thoughts above.  In a book about 
“Innovation and the Modern Military,” I found a similar argument: "It is in war itself that men learn how to fight—if time is given to 
them in which to learn” (Stephen Rosen).  The difference in this statement of the principle is the difference between the cognitive 
demands of war and baseball and the consequences of getting it wrong.  It is easier for us to understand how hard it is to learn from the 
chaos and uncertainty in war, and it is also easier to understand that life hangs in the balance.  We must sharpen our skills. 
 
Perhaps, though, the second principle is closer to the truth that flight test professionals experience:  In the “heat of the moment” (a 
metaphor that is a close cousin to “heat of the battle”), we may overlook important information—can anyone perfectly understand how 
their mind arrived at an error that occurred during a high-altitude windup turn with tight performance tolerances and the stress of a 
demanding crosscheck imposed by ATC altitude constraints?  Or can we find time to assess how clean one executed the stick rap in a 
dive at high Mach during flutter testing as we wait for the gyrations and vibrations to subside? 
 
Matuschak argues convincingly in his article that “implicit practice” (the kind a batter gets during game play) is insufficient to improve 
certain skills.  I believe the characteristics of the skills he describes in his article are the same as the skills we use when we consider test 
hazards and try to make risk assessments and imagine mitigations and execute safe flight test.  Thus I am convinced that our implicit 
practice is not enough, but my goal is not to share my conclusion but to get you to read his article and consider the topic yourself.  Head 
over to https://andymatuschak.org/sight-reading/, and when you are done, perhaps reconsider checking out the videos from this year’s 
Flight Test Safety Workshop, because I think at least one of the videos may be relevant: https://flighttestsafety.org/2022-palm-beach-
gardens-fl, Intellectual Virtue Grounds Sound Organizational Culture, by Rob Niewoehner of the U.S. Naval Academy. 
 
The second article in this month’s edition also attempts to organize a deluge of train passengers and direct their flow as it arrives at the 
great concourse wherein information about evolving technology, certification, safety, and hearty discussions about all of the above take 
place.  This month, I share without much more editorial commentary, several informational updates from the eVTOL Council.  I 
recommend boarding their train of thought, if you have time and whimsy to do so, as it will inform and inspire you, and what you 
encounter on the journey may make you a better flight test safety practitioner.   

https://flighttestsafety.org/2022-palm-beach-gardens-fl
https://flighttestsafety.org/2022-palm-beach-gardens-fl
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The eVTOL Flight Test Committee                      Al Lawless 
Editor’s Note: I have republished (with permission) an email from Al Lawless, chairman of the eVTOL FTC.  Their committee is 
exploring new tech and making substantial progress in ensuring we test this tech with professionalism and safety.  This month’s 
newsletter also includes as pdf attachments some of the presentations mentioned by Al in his announcement—see illustration below for 
a notional example of how to find pdf attachments inside the FTSF pdf itself.   
 
(Letter to the eVTOL FTC) 
Hey everyone - 
Today's meeting was especially interesting as it was dedicated to Dave and 
Paul who got into the nitty gritty of challenges they saw when using a 
helicopter to assess DI difficulties in flying. 
 
This information really hits on the purpose of this council and so should 
have a high interest to most members.  Attached is the report and the 
presentation slides UAM (see attachment: E-VTOL FTC Report Attachment 
2022-08-23 Dynamic Interface for Urban Air Mobility).  The session 
recording and slides are posted in our library too. 
 
Also, please help put the word out about our webinar in two weeks. This is 
aimed at OEM managers and others  with nil cert experience. The goal is to 
show them the depth needed to get through cert flight testing - sort of a 
wake up call to get staff and training (webinar was held on 6 Sep). 
 
al 
============================================ 
 
Also included as attachments are two of the monthly reports to give you an idea of the depth and value of material they cover and 
projects they work: E-VTOL FTC Report 2022-08-23.pdf and E-VTOL FTC Report 2022-07-26.pdf. 
 
You can contact Al directly by email if you are interested in the eVTOL FTC: sfte@alawless.com.  
 
You can read the full eVTOL FTC reports by opening the attachments to this pdf as illustrated here. 
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Turbo Talk – Chairman’s Corner            Art ”Turbo” Tomassetti  
As we close out summer in the Northern Hemisphere, I hope it was a safe and enjoyable one for each of you.  I recently had the 
opportunity to speak to a group about the “No Vote.”  It is a topic I have talked on many times in the past.  In the presentation I have 
always given an example of a time I should have used the No Vote and didn’t and a time where I should have used the No Vote and did. 
(Well at least at the time I should have… I think… pretty sure).  The incident where I used the No Vote came about 4 years after the 
incident where I didn’t.  I learned a lesson; I changed my behavior.  I did that because I took the time to analyze, dissect, debrief, and 
well, ponder.  While no one seeks to have an accident or incident or goes out of their way to fail (usually), when those things do happen 
we are presented with an opportunity.  An opportunity to learn from the event.  There was a time in my younger days when my ego 
sometimes got in the way of doing that post-failure pondering.  But close calls can sometimes be a catalyst to adopt a different approach.  
So if you are the type of person who analyzes their mistakes and failures, Bravo! Give yourself points.  If you figure out a way to 
communicate those to others, give yourself bonus points.  We happen to have a few events each year where we can help with that 
communicating to others part.   I mean who doesn’t want Bonus Points, right? 
 
Going back to my No Vote presentation it would be such a great ending to say failed once to use the No Vote, learned a lesson, updated 
my Firmware to Turbo 2.0, and now all is well.  But it doesn’t really work like that.  See this last presentation I added a 3rd example.  It 
had nothing to do with airplanes at all, but it was an opportunity, in a potentially hazardous situation, to exercise the No Vote, and I did 
(sort of).  The takeaway being you must always be actively working to avoid hazards; you really can’t ever get into a passive mode.  
Well at least I can’t, or so I have learned, and life keeps providing opportunities for me to practice that.  So points for me for learning a 
lesson and Bonus points for sharing it (assuming you are still reading the article at this point.) 
 
Until next time:  Be Safe, Be Smart and Be Ready.            Turbo 
 

News of Note                 
We should all be paying attention to the advances in “air taxi” technology, the state of regulations and certification, and the effect of AI 
and related technologies on flight test safety.  The following provide good overviews of these topics. 
 
A company that specializes in the AI domain reports its perspective on EASA regulations and UAS, and this is smack-dab in the bullseye 
of “flight test safety” and emerging tech.  https://daedalean.ai/tpost/820yyyc8m1-overview-of-easa-regulations-on-uas-and 
 
Seattle Times is a Pulitzer Prize winning publication that often breaks many stories on the aerospace industry.  This summarizes the 
air taxi industry and includes discussion about the safety record of the industry that should interest our readers. 
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/up-up-and-oh-no-the-trouble-with-air-taxi-startups/ 
 
I can see it now…just as you are about to finish your simulation of the eVTOL tech, a windows pop-up appears: “Your computer will 
restart in one minute to update with a critical security patch.”  (Even more ironic if that happens while flying an eVTOL.) 
https://www.urbanairmobilitynews.com/utm/farnborough-2022-microsoft-launches-project-airsim-
an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/ 
 
Please send an email to mark@flighttestfact.com if you have recommendations for news that we ought to include in future editions of 
the Flight Test Safety Fact.  Include a brief description of why the news is relevant to our audience. 
 
 

Subscribe to our Podcast 
Turbo met with several flight test professionals in the beautiful 
Emerald Coast SFTE Chapter and SETP SE Chapter heartland.   
 
While there he recorded two conversations about FTSW Survey 
Results, the 3Q, & Safety Culture. 
 
Available on iTunes, Spotify, Podbean, Google Play, and 
Amazon Music: FTSCChannel 
 
Podcast: flighttestsafety.org/ftsc-news/flight-test-safety-podcast-
channel 
 

Contact Flight Test Safety Committee 
Art “Turbo” Tomassetti, Chairman              chairman@flighttestsafety.org 
Susan Bennett, FTSC Administrator                                           susan@setp.org 
Society of Flight Test Engineers                                          edir@sfte.org 
Society of Experimental Test Pilots                                   setp@setp.org 
AIAA Flight Test Group                                     derek.spear@gmail.com 
 
Contact Flight Test Safety Fact 
Mark Jones Jr, Editor                                      mark@flighttestfact.com 
 
Website: flighttestsafety.org  
 

Connect with us by joining the LinkedIn Group:  “Flight 
Test Safety Committee.” 

 
 

https://daedalean.ai/tpost/820yyyc8m1-overview-of-easa-regulations-on-uas-and
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/up-up-and-oh-no-the-trouble-with-air-taxi-startups/
https://www.urbanairmobilitynews.com/utm/farnborough-2022-microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/
https://www.urbanairmobilitynews.com/utm/farnborough-2022-microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/
mailto:mark@flighttestfact.com
http://flighttestsafety.org/ftsc-news/flight-test-safety-podcast-channel
http://flighttestsafety.org/ftsc-news/flight-test-safety-podcast-channel
mailto:chairman@flighttestsafety.org
mailto:susan@setp.org
mailto:edir@sfte.org
mailto:setp@setp.org
mailto:derek.spear@gmail.com
mailto:mark@flighttestfact.com
http://flighttestsafety.org/
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E-VTOL Flight Test Council 
Telecon Report #47, 26 July 2022 


 
A discussion and activity summary since the last report, but not necessarily in sequence. 


[Grey font shows helpful content repeated from the previous report. Green = action] 
General  


Our meeting got a late start because our usual GoToMeeting link broke and Jim had to scramble (while 
deployed at Oshkosh) for another. Mission accomplished and we  got straight into the feature topic.  
 
Mark Jones shared this link about Microsoft Airsoft.  
https://www.urbanairmobilitynews.com/utm/farnborough-2022-microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-
end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/ 
 
The BVLOS FT Council (hosted by SFTE but open to all) has settled on bi-weekly Monday meetings 11-
noon Eastern time. Contact me anytime to get on their email list. 
 


 
Regular Updates 
 Membership & Outreach – Membership now >260. Please keep passing the word about us. 


 
 Community Page/Library –Log in to our open forum to review threads or start your own. For those not 


keeping track the last two months, new in our library’s “Technical Papers” folder are  
 The Safety of AAM and The Effects of Wind in the Urban Canyon  
 Dynamic Interface Testing of UAS 
 Slides from Dave Sizoo’s Control Power Margin - FAA-sponsored research 
 Modelling a Cessna 337G hybrid-electric a/c using Modelica: battery thermodynamics & cooling. 
 Towards HQ and Automation Assessment for Cert of eVTOL A/C  
 ]Dave Scorer’s presentation on EUROCAE MOCs [in our library’s “Certification” folder] 


 
 Rosetta Stone –Keep up with relevant WATA and discuss or submit more from wherever.   
 
 


 Liaison Network – Liaisons ensure news related to council interests flows both ways.  
Tony reported WK78955 VTOL Perf: homework was to read through the draft terms of reference, then 
discuss to get aligned before going through the draft MOC. Plan for next meeting is to also discuss what 
Hamdy and Dave share at today’s council meeting. 


 
Mike Feary  ASTM WK76067 eVTOL HQ  Andre Celere  TCCA 
Carl Dietrich  ASTM WK68767 SVO  James Hohensee  BVLOS FTC 
Peter Lyons  ASTM F3338 WK 67455   Mark Jones  FTSC   
Marshall Leeman  ASTM F44.40 Powerplant  Jen Uchida  SFTE BoD   
Anna Dietrich  WK68779 SVO Crew Interface Hamdy Sallam  EASA 
Tony Mumford ASTM WK78955 Perf   Mike McNair  SAE     
Starr Ginn  AIAA FT Committee   Peter Schmidt  ISO 17840 
Marilyn Pearson  G-35 Mdlng, Sim, Plt Trng  David Scorer  EUROCAE 


 



https://www.urbanairmobilitynews.com/utm/farnborough-2022-microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/

https://www.urbanairmobilitynews.com/utm/farnborough-2022-microsoft-launches-project-airsim-an-end-to-end-platform-to-accelerate-autonomous-flight/
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 Pec’s Picks – Ryan finds & posts links to papers interesting to our council. Submit your 
recommendations to <Pecoraro.ryan@aurora.aero>.  
 AIAA, 2022; Design, Conduction and Evaluation of Piloted Simulation Mission Task Element Tests for 


Desired Behavior Validation of an eVTOL Flight Control System;  Wechner et al. Proposes new MTE 
designs tailored specifically for eVTOL applications and conducts them with added consideration for 
injected failures and disturbances. https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2022-3790 


 
 


 External Events   
We’d very much like to hear a debrief from Jen, Jim, and other members who attended Oshkosh. 
 
22-23 Aug Springfield OH, AAM Industry forum. aamohio.com 
 
13-15 Sep California; SAE Hybrid and EV Symposium;  https://www.sae.org/attend/hybrid 
  
20-22 Sept Dayton OH.  AAM Infrastructure Workshop.   


https://vtol.org/events/vfs-workshop-on-evtol-infrastructure 
 
20-22 Sep; Indiana, SAE COMVEC; https://www.sae.org/attend/comvec 


 
 


 Internal Events 
 Chase Schulze will present the STI paper he wrote along with Justin Gray and David Klyde, Proof of 


Concept Evaluation of a Portable Flight Display for MTE Testing.   
 ITPS will put together an Intro to FT Cert webinar for new players in eVTOL FT.  
 Jim Falasco or Terry Hill will walk us through his short presentation on TM basics. Will survey interest 


among members and potentially schedule time for this talk. 
 Dean Moore may speak about his recent experiences at Vertical Aerospace. 
 Terrence McKenna: interesting projects touching on HMI  
 
 


 Electric FT Committee  
Peter reported the last meeting covered work sizing electric aircraft and developingr flight dynamics. 
This was by  Prof. Imon Chakraborty of Vehicle Systems, Dynamics, and Design Laboratory (VSDDL) in the 
Department of Aerospace Engineering at Auburn University . Peter booked the student E-Hawk team to 
present their development and flight testprogram on October 11. 
 
 


 eVTOL HQ MOC Advisory Committee 
Tony reported rewording to item 1 of the HQTE definition. Tried to make sense of the “how to 
accommodate/account for differing piloting skill levels/experiences” discussions. Will be meeting with 
Marty this Thursday morning to discuss. Here is where we left off…  


1. Handling Qualities Task Elements (HQTE) are pilot closed-loop tests intended to assess an aircraft’s 
handling qualities. These tests may be tailored to the aircraft or operationally relevant tasks or conditions, 
using engineered maneuver constraints and tolerances that stress the pilot-integrated design. 


2. HQTE testing will assign Handling Qualities (HQ) levels with associated pilot comments towards the goal 
of: 



https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2022-3790

https://www.sae.org/attend/hybrid

https://vtol.org/events/vfs-workshop-on-evtol-infrastructure

https://www.sae.org/attend/comvec
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a. Assuring safe operations within the operational envelope (both on-ground and in-flight). 
b. Identifying Pilot Induced Oscillations (PIO) susceptibility, handling qualities deficiencies, Human 


Machine Interface (HMI) deficiencies, or other hazardous flight control characteristics. 
c. Assuring the intended operations can be accomplished without requiring exceptional piloting skill, 


alertness, or strength. 
3. While potentially linking acceptable HQ levels to the following conditions, the HQTE matrix should account 


for: 
a. Flight Conditions: flight envelope, environmental conditions, and configuration, including 


transition (across flight modes, response-types, reference frames, vehicle configurations). 
b. State: normal conditions and failure conditions not shown to be extremely improbable. Conditions 


include propulsory and non-propulsory flight control failures that reduce capability or degrade 
handling qualities. 


c. Settings: Selectable Flight Controls Modes (e.g., normal, training, backup/reversionary). 
…we have new comments from Hamdy, so we’ll go another round. 
 
The next main question has become “How do we ensure pilot experience/background doesn’t influence 
HQTE ratings?”  To get on the same page, we should agree aircraft should be vetted for the lowest 
qualified operator. A test pilot (XP) assesses a transport helicopter differently than a light sport aircraft 
due to different pilot skill expectations. That simple logic extends to next gen SVO aircraft, but to a 
degree that is (arguably) a quantum jump down in skills. Consider three approaches for addressing this. 


• A traditional approach has relied on XPs to do all the flying and assessments and bless the 
aircraft as good to go. It doesn’t always end here because history has proven XP assessments are 
not comprehensive enough for certain operations. For many years now, the military would first 
bring in the research and experimental XPs, then experienced operational pilots to evaluate  the 
aircraft for the mission, then field it to the junior pilots and (ideally) address their feedback. 
Naturally this can be an extended process, so many services learned to compress their schedule 
by integrating Operational T&E as early as possible into the program.  


• A new approach could be to weight the opinions of XPs one way while weighing those of “next 
gen video gamers” another way - perhaps limiting certain tests for skill sets. For instance, the 
vast majority of testing could be done via simulation where a gamer could get an OEM’s product 
close to acceptable. Traditional XPs could help troubleshoot along the way and come in at the 
end for capstone evaluations.  


• The above lessons combined with the marvels of modern simulation, the need for extensive 
simulation, and far less operator training, opens the door to a new paradigm in HQ assessments. 
Accordingly, I’ve been challenging to embrace the pilot/operator spectrum throughout all 
steps. With XP guidance, the junior pilots/operators could flesh out the ranks needed for many 
simulations. It’s their opinion that ultimately matters - presuming XP concurrence. 


Dave Sizoo will share the latest draft of the FAA’s ICE (Integrated Cockpit Exploration) plan. This should 
help towards our discussion of how to deal with pilot variability when evaluation handling. Certainly, the 
flight test guide ought to have something to say about the recommended approach. To support these 
efforts, this council regularly encourages members to collaborate with Ross Schaller’s ICE initiative and 
the FT Guide led by STI’s Dave Klyde and Marty. 
 
Note: Rick suggested reading NASA TN D-5153 The use of Pilot Rating in the Evaluation of Aircraft HQ. 
 


 HMI Eval Committee  
The meeting time survey has completed and the result is we’ll schedule bi-weekly meeting for Thursdays 
at 11-noon Eastern time. The next meeting will be soon. 


Feature Topic:  
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Dave Scorer jumped straight away into his presentation Eurocae WG112 VTOL: Activities for EASA 
SC.VTOL MOC.  He covered  
 Recap of EASA SC-VTOL (where it came from, what in it now, what’s coming) 
 MOC Gaps for Subpart B and five DPs (working groups) to address them 
 Eurocae WG112 organization via nine subgroups (SG 1-9) covering various technical areas. 
 A short drill down into SG4 Flight 


o HQs Verification (incl. ED-295 Guidance on VTOL Flight control HQ verification) 
o Icing 
o Performance 
o Cockpit configuration 


 A short Drill down into SG6 Avionics 
o General approach to 2615 
o Energy level indications 
o Flight / Nav / Lift-thrust Instruments  
o ED-298 Guidance on Min Primary Flt Inst for VTOL A/C 


 
We weren’t able to record this session, but David’s slides do a great job in capturing the essence -saved 
in our “Meeting Minutes” and “Certification”  folders. 
 
 
 
 
 
Your input is welcome anytime – no need to wait for the next meeting 
Al Lawless,  
Chair, E-VTOL FTC  
sfte@alawless.com,  336-422-1093 
 
Our next council meeting will be 9 August. Dave Webber will feature the FAA/NASA work at Armstrong.  


 


E-VTOL Flight Test Council meetings are held on alternating Tuesdays at 11am Eastern time.  
Join my meeting from your computer, tablet, or smartphone 


https://www.gotomeet.me/VerticalFlightSociety/evtol-flight-test-council 
 


Alternately dial in using your phone with access code: 322-225-349 
United States: +1 (312) 757-3117, United Kingdom: +44 20 3713 5011 


 
 


  



mailto:sfte@alawless.com

https://www.gotomeet.me/VerticalFlightSociety/evtol-flight-test-council

tel:+13127573117,,322225349

tel:+442037135011,,322225349
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Appendix A  Attendance, 26 July 2022 
N/A    


 
Call-in 
 
Regrets 
Andrew Fickling  
 


 
 


 


 
Appendix B  Best Practice Topics [please share your findings and  thoughts] 
 
 What flight testing vets the simulators so authorities will accept their results? 
 What flexibility will there be for vertiport takeoff and landing profiles? 
 DI abort standards 
 Power Available abort standards 
 Military experience with UAS HMI (Andy Thurling). 
 AC 20-187 Airworthiness Approval of UAS CNPC Datalink, section 8.2 addresses cert FT testing so is 


worth discussing. It’s posted in our library under certification. 
 FT Mission planning 
 THAs, general approaches to TRB/SRB for this new class of a/c,  
 Roles of M&S in eVTOL flight test  


 
 
 
 
 





		Regrets

		Andrew Fickling 






Dynamic Interface for Urban 
Air Mobility


Considerations for a novel VTOL air transportation system







Introductions
Paul “Young” Davidovich


Aerospace Operations
Flight Test Pilot


David Webber
Federal Aviation Administration


FTE/Principal Investigator


Jon Jordan
Federal Aviation Administration


Flight Test Pilot


Jinu Idicula
National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Controls & Dynamics Engineer


Marty Shubert
Tiltrotor Flight Test Consulting


Flight Test Pilot


with significant support from 







UAM Research Assumptions
• Urban Air Mobility denotes an emergent air transportation system, with 


novel characteristics and considerations to enable its success
• “Fast-Forwarding to a Future of On-Demand Urban Air Transportation”


Uber Elevate White Paper - October 27, 2016
• “...Helicopters are closest current-day proxy for the VTOLs discussed in this paper...”
• EFFICIENCY “...Saving time is a key aspect of the VTOL value proposition...”


• “....affected by both Vehicle Performance...<and> ...time from request until pick-up...”
• “...maximum one-minute take-offs and landings...” (high ops tempo)
• “...robustness in varied weather conditions...” (winds, IMC, etc.)


• SAFETY “...We believe VTOL aircraft need to be safer than driving a car on a fatalities per-
passenger-mile basis.  FAA §135 operations (for commuter and on-demand flights), on average, 
have twice the fatality rate of privately operated cars...” 


Uber demands at least a four-fold increase in safety necessary for society to embrace this emerging 
air transportation system 


“A successful, optimized on-demand urban VTOL operation...will necessitate a significantly higher frequency 
and airspace density of vehicles operating over metropolitan areas simultaneously”  -Uber Elevate White Paper



https://youtu.be/r7P8xKJacPQ?t=93





• Lift + Cruise Completely independent thrusters used for 
cruise vs. for lift without any thrust vectoring


• Vectored Thrust An e/VTOL aircraft that uses any of its 
thrusters for lift and cruise.


• Electric Rotorcraft An eVTOL aircraft that utilizes a rotor, 
such as an electric helicopter or electric autogyro


• Wingless (Multicopter) No thruster for cruise/only for lift


Urban Air Mobility (UAM) configurations (courtesy VFS)


4


“UAM” is a subset of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) – intended for     
paid passenger-carrying operations over the urban environment


§1.1 Powered Lift


§1.1 Rotorcraft







Birds of a feather... ...flock together


• Shared flight qualities/characteristics 
• Collision avoidance1 (maneuvering, separation standards)


• Velocity matching1 (drives terminal operations)


• Flock centering1 (required navigational performance)
1from Emergent Autonomy – A Step Toward Assurance 2021 IEEE paper (Lacher, Cook, Oksenhorn) ref. 
Craig Reynolds, Flocks, Herds and Schools: A Distributed Behavioral Model, 1987







VTOL vehicle safety standards (pre-decisional)


Relevant
“Subpart B” 


areas


Current Civil rotorcraft
minimum safety standards -


FAA


“Basic” ≈ FAA 
“Normal” 
category


“Enhanced” ≈ UAM ≈ 
FAA “Transport” or 
“Commuter” 
category


OH-58C “UAM 
Surrogate” research 


Aircraft


All azimuth 
control


capability


17 kts* at 7000ft or certified 
ceiling (whichever is greater) 
*note: 17 kt is “freestream” winds


Adopts 17 kts Adopts 17 kts
is this adequate for 


UAM mission?


30-35kts


Performance 
after 


failure**


Normal – none required
Transport – “flyaway or 
landback” capability


≈§§23/27 
FAA Normal


equivalency?


≈§§25/29 
FAA Transport
equivalency?


Autorotative CSFL 
assured if failure 


occurs outside H-V


Handling
Qualities


S&C Subpart B Assessed against 
ADS-33


Power 
Margin


WAT limited perf required in 
flight manual


≈§§23/27 
FAA Normal


equivalency?


≈§§25/29 
FAA Transport
equivalency?


IGE/OGE power 
required published


at all WATs


GPA 3° assured by basic Subpart B


**after any failure (or combination of failures) not shown to be extremely improbable


This Research assumes higher GPAs necessary for UAM


EASA eVTOL-SC 


Augment with HQ Means of Compliance
FAA/EASA harmonization in work (civil version utilizing ADS-33 principles)







Research flight test plan


Experimental OH-58C flown as a “Surrogate” UAM Vehicle
• 3200 lb weight class, 4 passenger
• Fully instrumented (Test Pilot School asset)
• 30-35 kt all azimuth capability
• Dimensions match expected UAM vehicle class (<7,000lbs)
• Heliport/Vertiport guidance utilized for all LZ dimensions and 


placements (ref: AC 5390-2C & 5390-3 heli-/vertiport)


45 hours of Research Flying at AFRC during 3 Test phases in 2021
Build 2 (March 21) Build 3 (Nov and Dec – 2 phases) 







6 AAM NC “UAM Heliports”
• 40x40ft TLOF/120x120ft FATO
• 140x140ft Safety Zone at some LZs
• Northern Heliports suitable for 


wind/controllability studies
• All Heliport design/proximity to structures


IAW AC 150/ 5390-2C Heliport Design
1 AAM NC “UAM Vertiport”
• 1090ft length x 120ft width TLOF/FATO


• +        +         =            Aerodrome


• +       +           =          Aerodrome


• =             Aerodrome


01H 02H 03H


UAM Research
01H


03H 02H


04H


05H


06H


XEDW


XVPT04H 05H


19/01


19/01


XX33


06H


“Freestream” Helipad


“Leeward” Helipad


TLOF/TDZE
~2270 ft MSL







Developmental UAM Task Elements
Ground and Hover Tasks


• Ground Handling/Hover Taxi – Quick Stop
• Precision Hover
• Lateral Reposition and Hold
• Hover Turn and Hold
• Pirouette
• Vertical Reposition and Hold


Takeoff and Landing Tasks
• Takeoff
• UAM Approaches


– Heliport
– Vertiport
– simulated Pinnacle/Rooftop PInS approach)


• Terminal Hover
• Landing
• Urban Landscape/Dynamic Interface 


Transition Tasks
• Deceleration IGE (Varied VAT)
• Balked Landing to Go-around


UAM Helicopter Flight Test Plan
Traditional Flight/Vehicle Characteristics
Performance
• Hover Power Margin (IGE/OGE)
• Level Flight
• Climb/Descent/Glide (Collective Margin 


descents)
Flight Characteristics
• Trimmed Flight Control Positions – Forward 


Flight
• Critical All Azimuth Controllability
• Maneuverability
• Static Longitudinal Stability
• Static Lateral/Directional Stability 
• Dynamic Stability/Control Response


UAM Airspace development 
• Integrated Scenarios
• Departure
• Enroute (single pilot, sim IFR workload)
• Approach







Performance
Define Hover
Performance of 
vehicle


Prerequisite Tests
Linear curve fit to non-dimensional data


Defines calm wind Power 
requirements for:
• Hover in ground effect (HIGE) and 
• Out of ground effect (HOGE)


What is required power margin for different aircraft designs/flight 
characteristics and the intended UAM operation?


Additional tests may be required to account for effects of winds







Power Margin requirements
Traditional Rotorcraft    –vs- Tilt-Rotor/Powered-Lift


~1.0+x HOGE power required


Up to ~1.2x HOGE power required (realized after several 
in-service accidents/incidents – particularly recirculation 


driven during shipboard operations)







Dynamic power requirements (powered lift/V-22)


Increase in 
power required 
(from <HOGE to 
>HOGE power 
reqmts)


Forward flight (headwind)
Sideward flight (crosswind)
Pedal turn (with winds)







Performance (continued)
Add Level Flight & Descent 
Performance, H-V considerations,
and any VRS concerns to get
“Approach Constraints” chart


Note: Climb Performance required for “Departure Constraints” Charts 
(OH-58C does not have flyaway capability so research limited to Approaches)


Stability & Control
Determine All/Critical Azimuth for the UAM vehicle


Prerequisite Tests


What is required minimum safety standard for all azimuth capability for the UAM Category/Class of vehicle 
(intended operation is paid-passenger commuter ops in the urban environment)?







“Critical” Azimuth – conventional rotorcraft
Demonstrated All Azimuth Capability


Disc Vortex


Tail Rotor
Vortex Ring


Weathercock
Stability


Relative 
Wind 


Velocity


35
30


20


10







“Critical” Azimuth – tilt rotor


Characteristics of Design may affect:
• Minimum Safety Standards 


(military chose 45kt requirement 
to support mission requirements)


• Operational Assumptions
(Power requirements closely coupled 
with Control requirements)







The Hybrid-Lift Aircraft


1&2- Pitch-up with Sideslip
3&4   - Asymmetric control power


- Increased power demand
5.    - Lateral Directional Instability


Yaw Into these regions make 
the 


controllability/maneuverability  
issues worse







UAM surrogate (OH-58C)  results
Approach Constraints charts


Calm
Wind


Vehicle Characteristics - Performance


Nominal “steep” approach


Collective “control/power margin”







Approach Constraints charts


Calm
Wind


Certification “Abuse” angle = nominal + 2°


reduced collective margin


UAM surrogate (OH-58C)  results







Approach Constraints charts


Calm
Wind


Constant power curves ≅energy discharge rate


Initial UAM surrogate results







Approach Constraints charts


Calm
Wind


Vehicle Characteristics - Performance


Initial UAM surrogate results







Approach Constraints charts “Passenger comfort” constraints
Constant VFAF approach to HDECEL = 200ft


Descent Rate <1000 fpm


Wind axis Decel rate 
from HDECEL = 200ft
(NTE NX average <0.150)


9 deg GPA; VFAF = 60 kts


6 deg GPA (Heliport); VFAF = 70 kts


6 deg GPA (Vertiport); VFAF = 75-90 kts (dependent on VAT)


Initial UAM surrogate results







Constant Airspeed* Approach –UAM Heliport


Altitude
AGL (ft)


700


600


500


400


300


200


100


0


-1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 


Horizontal Distance (ft)


GPA 9°
VFAF = 60 KIAS


M


VAT = 5-10kts
HAT = 10-20ft


GPA 12°


GPA 6°


GPA 3°
HDECEL 


(maximum)


HFAF
(minimum)


VFAF = 70 KIAS 
(constrained by pax


comfort decel at 200ft)


VFAF = 90+ KIAS


VFAF = 45 KIAS


Controlling 
obstacle


*”constant decel” and “continuous decel” methods were considered not viable without automation/augmentation







• Constant speed approach from Final Approach Fix (FAF),
• Fixed glidepath angle (GPA),
• Defined deceleration height (HDECEL) 
• Missed approach, or;
• Decelerate to a vertical landing,
• Constrained by passenger comfort 


parameters


Ref. FAA AC 150 5390-3 Vertiport Design (cancelled)


UAM Heliport approach/departure surface 


Powered Lift, IFR approach/departure 
surface = 5.71° (Approach 10:1)


(steeper approaches may require 
powered-lift vehicles to fly their approach 


in transitional flight) 
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>500ft


<500ft


Bldg 4833     65ft GPA (dependent on terminal airspace design for landing area)


HFAF (e.g. 600ft Above TDZE)


IAF


>1000ft above controlling obstacle(s)


Controlling Obstacle


UAM Approaches designed to:
• Allow high density operations into and out of an urban environment
• Deconflict with existing airplane traffic
• Small UAS operations (<400ft)
• Use Helicopter minimum safe altitudes UAM (incl. Powered Lift Vehicles)
• Utilize Helicopter Routes
• Be tolerant of the ever-changing urban landscape


Safe, efficient, approaches for UAM


UAM approach and departure 
courses will likely be dictated more 


by obstacles than “prevailing winds”
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Approach Constraints UAM Heli-1/Verti-2port (HDECEL varies dependent on GPA etc.)


GPA App/Dep surface = Obstacle Clearance VFAF KIAS VFAF KTAS
3 deg 0.875° (66:1) Cat III Airport Per existing TERPS category


6 deg 3.37° (17:1) Vertiport IFR 701, <902 741, <942


9 deg 5.71° (10:1) Vertiport IFR 60 63
12 deg 8.13° (7:1) theoretical 45 47


VTO 2.58° (22:1) to 100 ft AGL,


Then 56.3° (6:9) SC-VTOL MOC
<45 <47


Approach Constraints –UAM Heli/Vertiport


Aircraft 
Capability Infrastructure/Terminal Design/Operations ...drives Airspace 


requirements
• HFAF


• Turn radii
• Inbound leg lengths


• Separation 







02H
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AFRC Approaches


AAM NC “Dynamic Interface” Approaches


200


MANKE
(FAF)


335


MORAN
(FAF)


Leeward Helipad03HWindward Heliport
Not being used for 


Follow on Flight Test







MOVIE OF NOMINAL 6 DEG GPA APPROACH
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Dynamic Interface test build up
• Headwind before Tailwind
• Wind in right ear, prior to 


left ear in consideration of 
critical azimuth


• Survey day of flight power 
margin at “freestream” LZ 
(01H)


• Survey intended landing 
zone (02H Leeward Heliport)


• Practice approaches and/or 
planned waveoffs at lower 
speeds


• 6 deg then 9 deg build up 
GPA







Results







R3:03/20/21Hover In Ground Effect (HIGE) – Survey – 3/20/21
Pedal turns at 01H (Freestream) Helipad   W270/21G29







R3:03/20/21Hover In Ground Effect (HIGE) – Survey – Pedal turns at 01H (Freestream) Helipad


DI Power Margin Survey Limit


FWD?


AFT?


L?


R?


W270/21G30?


Hover In Ground Effect (HIGE) – Survey – 3/20/21
Pedal turns at 01H (Freestream) Helipad   W270/21G29


“Freestream” Torque (HIGE)







L02 Survey:03/20/21Hover In Ground Effect (HIGE) – Survey – 3/20/21
Pedal turns at 02H (Leeward) Helipad   W280/19G29







L02 Survey:03/20/21
Hover In Ground Effect (HIGE) – Survey – Pedal turns at 02H (Leeward) Helipad


ΔTq
“Freestream” HIGE Torque reference


DI Power Margin Survey Limit


W270/21G30?


Hover In Ground Effect (HIGE) – Survey – 3/20/21
Pedal turns at 02H (Leeward) Helipad   W280/19G29


Touched Power Margin limits
Elected to fly practice approaches to 


waveoff only:
- Above top of hangar
- Below top of hangar


Experienced fairly significant yaw 
“kick” at ~50ft above TDZE







R3:12/08/21Hover Survey –01H (Freestream) HelipadHover Survey (HIGE/HOGE) – 12/8/21
01H (Freestream) Helipad   W215/13







R3:12/08/21


“Freestream” HIGE Torque (=HOGE)


DI Power Margin Survey Limit


Hover Survey (HIGE/HOGE) – 12/8/21
01H (Freestream) Helipad   W215/13







L02 Survey:12/08/21Hover Survey (HIGE/HOGE) – 12/8/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W240/12







L02 Survey:12/08/21
W270/21G30?


Hover Survey (HIGE/HOGE) – 12/8/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W240/12


“Freestream” HIGE Torque (=HOGE) reference


DI Power Margin Survey Limit


Torques similar to freestream 
though workload higher and Tq


transients higher (due to altitude 
and yaw transients)


Elected to continue test due to 
results from lower wind gate 


approaches







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #1Title
Winds


MANKE 9 (CRS 200°) build up - 45KIAS - 12/9/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W260/14G20







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #1


10% Power Margin reference line)


“Over the FATO boundary experienced a downdraft. Plenty of 
margin with controllability but power limited on MANKE” 


MANKE 9 (CRS 200°) build up - 45KIAS - 12/9/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W260/14G20







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #1


“Over the FATO boundary experienced a 
downdraft. Plenty of margin with 
controllability but power limited on MANKE “


MANKE 9 (CRS 200°) build up - 45KIAS - 12/9/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W260/14G20


Test team decided to terminate any 
further approaches from the North 


given the day’s wind conditions.


Apparent sink noted just outside 
the FATO/Safety Area boundaries to 


the north of the Landing Zone







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #2Departure from 02H southbound for MANKE 
9 build up (NO issues with Tq)


Departure from 02H southbound for MORAN 6 build up 
(non-condition) W270/13G19 - 12/9/21







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #2


Reached, but did not exceed 10% Power Margin reference


Departure from 02H southbound for MANKE 
9 build up (NO issues with Tq)Departure from 02H southbound for MORAN 6 build up 


(non-condition) W270/13G19 - 12/9/21







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #3Departure from 02H to the North for 
MORAN9 build up - W270/13G18 (non-test 
point observation)


Departure from 02H northbound for MORAN 9 build up 
(non-condition) W265/12G18 - 12/9/21







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #3


“Notable increase in power 
demand on takeoff(departure) 


from 02H”


Departure from 02H to the North for 
MORAN9 build up - W270/13G18 (non-test 
point observation)


Departure from 02H northbound for MORAN 9 build up 
(non-condition) W265/12G18 - 12/9/21


Apparent “Downdraft” again noted 
just outside the FATO/Safety Area 


boundaries to the north of the 
Landing Zone







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #5MORAN9 60KIAS W270/15G22MORAN 9 (CRS 335°) – VFAF = 60KIAS - 12/9/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W265/15G20







Dynamic Interface: 12/9/21- #5MORAN9 60KIAS W270/15G22


“bottom did not fall out like it did on MANKE approach, 
Approx 85% (peak) torque”      


“High workload on landing” 


MORAN 9 (CRS 335°) – VFAF 60KIAS - 12/9/21
02H (Leeward) Helipad   W265/15G20







01H 
“Freestream” 


Helipad 
Windsock


02H 
“Leeward” 


Helipad 
Windsock


Visualization of Dynamic Interface wind variations







Conclusions and Recommendations
• Power available vs. Power required (power margin) in low speed/low 


altitude is critical
• Power required is primarily f(GW) – however... Control requirements need to be 


understood
• UAM will need power required information for each sortie


• Excess power combined with Heave Response provides vertical gust response
• Would Category A* “flyaway” capability provide appropriate performance for UAM?


• Low speed/hover control requirements (critical/all azimuth) considerations
• Did not see control issues in this aircraft – but response is very good, and we were 


utilizing a 30-35 knot all azimuth vehicle for our research
• Low airspeed control characteristics/capabilities may determine which heliports are 


suitable for a given UAM design
• Treatment of Windshear in Part 25/121 ops – lessons learned corollary 


appropriate for UAM and the Urban wind environment?


*Category A performance assures, after failure(s), ability to either; Return and stop safely on Takeoff/Landing 
surface, or; Continue flight and climb away without violating approach/departure surfaces 







Conclusions and Recommendations (cont.)


• Mountain flying techniques are applicable for enroute
and clear pinnacle/rooftop operations...


• ...however, with high ops tempo, high-density ops to 
UAM Heliports embedded in the urban terrain, the 
ability to safely land must be assured prior to 
approach


• Conditions for dynamic interface approach and 
landing are sensitive to wind speed and direction –


• CFD and modeling, sensors, novel weather prediction and 
tools, etc. – coupled with robust aircraft capabilities - may 
help mitigate urban weather risks


There’s a better way to 
sweep for landmines


“A successful, optimized on-demand urban VTOL operation...will necessitate a significantly higher frequency 
and airspace density of vehicles operating over metropolitan areas simultaneously”  -Uber Elevate White Paper



https://youtu.be/r7P8xKJacPQ?t=93





Considerations for Urban Air Mobility
• Vehicle minimum regulatory standards pour the 


foundation from which a new air transportation system 
can be realized (level of safety assured by regulatory 
certification basis is paramount)


• Minimum regulated airworthiness criteria for UAM vehicles 
are a prerequisite to infrastructure development for the UAM


• The risk associated with micro-weather phenomena in 
the urban environment needs to be accounted for in 
vehicle minimum safety standards, training, operational 
limitations, and infrastructure requirements
Based on initial Flight Research – Limited Dynamic Interface research observations tell us that the performance 
and control capabilities intrinsic in current civil rotorcraft minimum safety standards (e.g., 17kt all azimuth and 
<Cat A performance) may only deliver an operational capability in the urban environment of 10-12 kts – is this 


acceptable for the Urban Air Mobility transportation model?  Acceptable for public acceptance?



https://youtu.be/r7P8xKJacPQ?t=93
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E-VTOL Flight Test Council 
Telecon Report #49, 23 Aug 2022 


 
A discussion and activity summary since the last report, but not necessarily in sequence. 


[Grey font shows helpful content repeated from the previous report. Green = action] 
General  
This meeting was dedicated to Dave Webber and Paul Davidovich’s presentation on their findings from their 
UAM surrogate testing at Armstrong.  Just before the recording started, word came out that George Jetson 
was born three weeks ago on July 31st, 2022. The future is here!  


.   
 


Regular Updates 
 Membership & Outreach – Membership now >260. Please keep passing the word about us. 


 
 Community Page/Library –Log in to our open forum to review threads or start your own. Just added to 


tech papers  is NASA/TM–20220008917, UAM Airspace Research Roadmap Rev 1.2 
 
 Rosetta Stone –Keep up with relevant WATA and discuss or submit more from wherever. Mike McNair 


and I will discuss SAE WATA they’d like to propagate through our Rosetta Stone.    
 
 


 Liaison Network – Liaisons ensure news related to council interests flows both ways.  
 The BVLOS FT Council third meeting went well this week, settling its charter and starting on its first 


activities – including the path to civil certification for BVLOS operations  
 WK78955 VSTOL Performance Task Group: 


o Began going through draft MOC material -drawn from existing F3179, Parts 27 and 29 regs, 
andproposed in MOC-2  SC-VTOL. 


o Reviewed the ‘General’ section last week, with recommendations to consolidate some of the 
wording, similar to that of F3179-22e1. 


o Based upon Dave and Paul’s excellent presentation this morning, I wonder whether we should 
consider inclusion of the ‘power assurance test’ as alluded to in §29.45(f)? 


o This presentation also reinforced the importance of understanding the impact of retaining 
adequate control margins upon available performance for a powered-lift aircraft. 
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 Mike McNair noted that ARINC has about six new standards coming out soon for the electric world. 
The bulk of the work is under the AEEC committee.  Standards being updated or under review include 
424, 450, 718A, 735C, 768A, and 816.  Additional work in the Emerging Technologies group is under 
the FSEMC Committee. 


 Marilyn reported being well into 3 consensus stds; A/c cert using modeling & sim, FS training devices 
and qualification credit, pilot cert & training. She regularly invites bi-weekly participation in writing 
these consensus standards. Will be in Manching Germany 2-4 Nov. Marilyn.pearson@cae.com 
 Mark White [Univ. Liverpool] is working on a European project, Rotorcraft Certification by 


Simulation, [RoCS] https://www.rocs-project.org/ EASA is a partner and Hamdy is the project pilot.  
The team produced draft guidance on modelling and simulation to support certification. This is open 
for comment https://www.rocs-project.org/guidelines/ Please provide your feedback.   


 
Mike Feary  ASTM WK76067 eVTOL HQ  Andre Celere  TCCA 
Carl Dietrich  ASTM WK68767 SVO  James Hohensee  BVLOS FTC 
Peter Lyons  ASTM F3338 WK 67455   Mark Jones  FTSC   
Marshall Leeman  ASTM F44.40 Powerplant  Jen Uchida  SFTE BoD   
Anna Dietrich  WK68779 SVO Crew Interface Hamdy Sallam  EASA 
Tony Mumford ASTM WK78955 Perf   Mike McNair  SAE     
Starr Ginn  AIAA FT Committee   Peter Schmidt  ISO 17840 
Marilyn Pearson  G-35 Mdlng, Sim, Plt Trng  David Scorer  EUROCAE 


 
 Pec’s Picks – Ryan finds & posts links to papers interesting to our council. Submit your 


recommendations to <Pecoraro.ryan@aurora.aero>.  
 


 External Events   
13-15 Sep California; SAE Hybrid and EV Symposium;  https://www.sae.org/attend/hybrid 
  
20-22 Sept Dayton OH.  AAM Infrastructure Workshop.   


https://vtol.org/events/vfs-workshop-on-evtol-infrastructure 
 
20-22 Sep Indiana, SAE COMVEC; https://www.sae.org/attend/comvec 
 
26 Sept ARINC Flight Sim committee – annual conference for emerging Technologies working group 
 
SAE conferences include ARINC FSEMC https://www.aviation-ia.com/conferences/fsemc.  
 
Hybrid and EV Symposium https://www.sae.org/attend/hybrid  
 
European EV Charging Infrastructure Conference  


https://www.sae.org/attend/europe-electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure-conference. 
 
22-25 May 2023.  Pulitzer electric a/c race -  Omaha to Kittyhawk. Looking for a diversity of participants 
(eCTOL, eVTOL. Etc) providing a venue and showcase. Will be an Expo at the Kittyhawk end. 


 
 Internal Events 


6 Sep  Things Startups Should Know About Certification Flight Test. Our free 90-minute webinar aimed at 
helping startup companies understand the flight test depth required to bring an electric aircraft to 



mailto:Marilyn.pearson@cae.com

https://www.sae.org/attend/hybrid

https://vtol.org/events/vfs-workshop-on-evtol-infrastructure

https://www.sae.org/attend/comvec

https://www.aviation-ia.com/conferences/fsemc
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certification. Will inform OEMs about a few of the many finer points needed to show airworthiness. 
ITPS's Chief Technical Instructor João O. Falcão will address various topics such as  


• Flight Testing eVTOL aircraft 
• Configuration management & conformity 
• Instrumentation vetting  
• How much data is needed to validate models and satisfy authorities 
• FAA-required processes 
• Writing acceptable cert plans, FT plans, FT reports 


This webinar is also aimed at experienced testers who have not worked civil certification programs or 
need a refresher. Tuesday, 6 Sept, 11am-12:30 Eastern time.  
Free registration link  https://vtol.org/webinars 
 
 New member Glenn Kuller led the AIAA Autonomy Summit in DC last Nov and could give a summary  
 Marilyn will speak on the G35 committee 
 Mike McNair on SAE activities 
 Chase Schulze will present the STI paper he wrote along with Justin Gray and David Klyde, Proof of 


Concept Evaluation of a Portable Flight Display for MTE Testing.   
 Terrence McKenna: interesting projects touching on HMI  
 Jim Falasco or Terry Hill will walk us through his short presentation on TM basics. Will survey interest 


among members and potentially schedule time for this talk. 
 Dean Moore may speak about his recent experiences at Vertical Aerospace. 
 


 Electric FT Committee  
Recently discussed two topics:  
 Best practices for battery life experience tracking – but nobody had any to share!  Committee now 


considering a broader survey and then writing up and sharing findings.  
 How to define State of Health (SOH) and State of Charge (SOC) usefully from the PIC’s perspective. A 


productive discussion surfaced several important points, e.g. is SOH an absolute or mission 
dependent? (We are leaning toward mission dependent.) and is SOH the limiter that determines 
how much power can be extracted at a given (SOC, temperature) pair? Discussion to continue… 


 
 eVTOL HQ MOC Advisory Committee 


Tony Reported  
 We’ll continue the discipline and rigor topic at the next meeting, focusing on draft Flight Test Guide 


material Marty has, addressing pilot/test team training and qualification requirements. The context 
will be in the conduct of formal HQTEs intended to be quantitative and diagnostic tools that require 
CHRs. Formal HQTEs are anticipated to be (a) utilized by the applicant for both CLAWS/HQ 
development and supporting a showing of compliance, and (b) by DER/FAA test teams in the 
support of finding compliance. Subsequent meetings will address task design and test assets as 
needed in support the Flight Test Guide. 


 September meetings will address winds and turbulence based upon material planned to be 
presented at this year’s SFTE Symposium, and a brief by Marty on all azimuth testing. 


  Following that, we’ll begin discussing the adjudication of CHRs… bring your thinking caps! 
 It was agreed that, in addition to the existing intent of fully addressing test team requirements for 


conduct of formal HQTEs, that the Flight Test Guide should address evaluations by non-engineering 
test pilots. This benefits the applicants’ CLAWS development activities and provide an essential 
airworthiness ‘end-to-end’ check assuring the aircraft can be safely operated in accordance with its 
intended ConOps and operational envelope.  This is all towards showing “no evidence of unsafe 



https://vtol.org/webinars
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conditions.” These evaluations could utilize formal HQTEs (especially those that are operationally 
representative) conducted by a single pilot, with dedicated questionnaires being used in lieu of 
requiring the assignment of CHRs. 


 
 


 HMI Eval Committee  
Formulating a plan to build towards evaluating HMI for different levels of PIC involvement. 
 


Feature Topic:  
Dave Webber and Paul Davidovich ran through most of their 50 slides in 60 minutes. There was far too 
much covered to consolidate in this report but Dave shared the slides so this and the session recording 
are uploaded and available to view anytime. Some top-level takeaways were the attention the team 
paid to the practicalities of making UAM work. They set limits for descent rates (pax comfort), altitudes 
that minimize interference  with other traffic, using commonly understood floor structures to set min 
gradients limits, and flexibility for aircraft with greater gradient capability to leverage that to get into 
steeper environments.   Most of the talk centered around the difficulties in dealing with the dynamic 
interface in the leeward side of Armstrong’s big hangar. Challenges experienced in their well-understood 
helicopter ought to raise alarms about UAM aircraft power and thermal limits in urban canyons. As 
discussed in previous council meetings, we’ll need smart ways to measure DI conditions before 
committing to an approach (turbulence index anyone?). We’ll bring Dave and Paul back soon after 
getting a chance to dig into their slides and come up with more questions. 
 
 
Your input is welcome anytime – no need to wait for the next meeting 
Al Lawless,  
Chair, E-VTOL FTC  
sfte@alawless.com,  336-422-1093 
 
Our next council meeting, on 6 Sept will be the special 90-minute webinar [see above for link] 
 


 
E-VTOL Flight Test Council meets on alternating Tuesdays at 11am Eastern time. 


Join my meeting from your computer, tablet, or smartphone 
Alternately dial in using your phone with access code: 322-225-349 


United States: +1 (312) 757-3117, United Kingdom: +44 20 3713 5011 
  
  



mailto:sfte@alawless.com

tel:+13127573117,,322225349

tel:+442037135011,,322225349
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Appendix A  Attendance, 23 Aug 2022 
   Call-in 


 
Regrets 
Andrew Fickling 
Herb S. 
Dave Hoey 


 
 
Appendix B  Potential Topics [please contribute your findings, concerns, and thoughts] 
 What flight testing vets the simulators so authorities will accept their results? 
 What flexibility will there be for vertiport takeoff and landing profiles? 
 DI abort standards 
 Power Available abort standards 
 Military experience with UAS HMI (Andy Thurling). 
 AC 20-187 Airworthiness Approval of UAS CNPC Datalink, section 8.2 addresses cert FT testing so is 


worth discussing. It’s posted in our library under certification. 
 FT Mission planning 
 THAs, general approaches to TRB/SRB for this new class of a/c,  
 Roles of M&S in eVTOL flight test  
 Concepts for modifying the cert process to enable enhancing a/c capabilities over software upgrades 


or hardware additions or swaps [continued airworthiness].  
 Institutionalize idea of the safety continuum across the old aircraft as well as the new. Concern is 


policy or guidance isn’t there for how to apply it.   
 Better understand the C2 spectrum challenge with hundreds of aircraft.  





		Regrets

		Andrew Fickling

		Herb S.

		Dave Hoey



